Thermochromic pigments are commonly used for off-line temperature mapping on components from systems operating at a temperature higher than 1073 K. However, their temperature resolution is often limited by the discrete number of color transitions they offer. This paper investigates the potential of erbia-yttria co-doped zirconia as a florescent thermal history sensor alternative to thermochromic pigments. Samples of yttria-stabilized zirconia powder (YSZ, 8.3 mol% YO 1.5 ) doped with 1.5 mol% ErO 1.5 and synthesized by a sol-gel route are calcined for 15 minutes under isothermal conditions between 1173 and 1423 K. The effects of temperature on their crystal structure and room temperature fluorescence properties are then studied. Results show a steady increase of the crystallinity of the powders with temperature, causing a significant and permanent increase of the emission intensity and fluorescence lifetime which could be used to determine temperature with a calculated theoretical resolution lower than 1 K for intensity. The intensity ratio obtained using a temperature insensitive YSZ:Eu 3+ reference phosphor is proposed as a more robust parameter regarding experimental conditions for determining thermal history. Finally, the possibilities for integrating this fluorescent marker into sol-gel deposited coatings for future practical thermal history sensing applications is also discussed.
Introduction
The knowledge of the temperature of components subject to high-temperature environments is a key factor for the development and safe use of numerous systems such as boilers, chemical reactors, furnaces, engines and gas turbines, as it plays a critical role in many degradation mechanisms [1] [2] [3] [4] . Temperature sensitive paints are the current mean for determining the thermal history of components in confined areas or in operating systems where the direct measurement of temperature over large surfaces is not possible or not convenient [5] [6] [7] [8] . Following exposure to operating temperature for a known and short period of time under stationary conditions, these coatings allow to derive maps of temperature of exposure from the analysis, upon return at room temperature, of the thermoactivated color changes undergone by the embedded thermochromic pigments. However, the limited and discrete number of available color transitions distributed over wide temperature ranges of a few hundreds of degrees Celsius often limits the temperature resolution of these paints to a few tens of degrees or more. The analysis of the color changes can also be difficult and highly dependent on operator and observation conditions. At last, many of the compositions of such paints include chemical substances falling under the restriction of international regulations such as REACH, further pushing the actors of the sector to develop alternative pigments.
One of the solutions under investigation over the last few years is the implementation of photoluminescent markers, whose luminescence emission properties are subjected to permanent evolutions with temperature and duration of exposure as a result of thermally activated microstructural or chemical changes occurring within the material [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . With appropriate calibration, the changes observed in at least one luminescence characteristic can therefore be correlated back to the temperature to which the material has been subjected during a previous thermal event under controlled conditions. Contrary to the discrete changes typical of thermochromic paints, the evolution with temperature of the luminescence parameters may be in most cases continuous over the range of interest [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , thus allowing to monitor continuous spectrum of temperature rather than temperature thresholds. Luminescence parameters can also be measured quantitatively with no ambiguity using standard spectroscopic equipments, leading to potentially much higher resolution than thermochromic paints in the determination of temperature.
Recently, the Institut Clement Ader, in collaboration with the CIRIMAT, has developed the synthesis by a sol-gel process of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) based phosphors functionalized with lanthanide ions such as Sm 3+ , Eu 3+ and Er 3+ for future applications in temperature sensing within thermal barrier coatings for gas turbines [20] [21] [22] . These phosphors, not fully crystallized in the initial state, exhibit irreversible changes in their fluorescence properties after annealing in the range 1173-1373 K, suggesting they could be potentially used to record thermal history [20, 22] .
This paper reports a study of the potential of an 8.25-YSZ:Er 3+ phosphor powder (1.5 mol% ErO 1.5 ) synthesized by a sol-gel process as a fluorescent thermal history sensor in the temperature range 1173-1423 K. The effect of a 15 minute-long exposure between 1173 and 1423 K on its crystal structure and fluorescence characteristics (spectra, intensity and decay time) is investigated in order to determine its sensitivity to thermal history in this temperature range. The robustness of an intensity ratio approach, using a temperature insensitive YSZ:Eu 3+ phosphor as a reference, and the possibilities for integrating these fluorescent markers into coatings are then investigated and discussed in order to evaluate the relevance of this marker as an alternative to current thermochromic paints for future off-line temperature mapping applications.
Fluorescent thermal history sensors: the choice of YSZ:Er

3+
The concept of fluorescent thermal history sensor is mainly based on the occurrence of thermally activated microstructural and/or chemical changes within the sensing material, that produce a permanent evolution in at least one of its fluorescence characteristics, which in turn is sufficient to derive the heating temperature from a past thermal event. Many physico-chemical changes can indeed have a significant impact on the energy level distribution of activators and on the probability of occurrence of radiative electronic transitions, thus affecting spectral (emission wavelength and intensity) and temporal (decay time) luminescence properties. Currently, four main temperature-driven mechanisms have been identified which, providing that they are achieved under controlled conditions (temperature and exposure time), can serve to determine thermal history: (i) phase transformations [9, 10, 23] , (ii) diffusion of activator or sensitizer/quencher species [12, 24] , (iii) oxidation of activator ions [16] [17] [18] [19] and (iv) crystallization of the host matrix [11-15, 25, 26] . The latter mechanism is of particular interest in the case of inorganic phosphors produced by a sol-gel process or many similar soft chemistry routes, since an amorphous or incomplete crystallized state is generally obtained due to the relatively low temperatures involved during their fabrication, typically lower than 873-1073 K [27] [28] [29] . The temperature dependence of the crystallization rate constant, that follows an Arrhenius type relation [30] , predicts a strong dependence on temperature of the microstructural state of the material which might thus pass on its fluorescence properties. [39] ) and Ce 3+ (in YAG [40] ), have shown that their emission intensity at room temperature, initially nonexistent or weak, is greatly improved with the increase of crystallinity resulting from annealing at high temperature, typically in the range 1073-1573 K. This effect, that goes along with the sharpening of emission peaks and generally an increase of the luminescence lifetime [12-14, 32, 34, 38] , results mainly from the coarsening of the average crystal size, the uniformization of the crystal field as well as the reduction of the number of crystal defects and residual organic groups acting as luminescence quenchers [12, 33, 34, 38] . Figure 1 shows the x-ray diffraction patterns and the fluorescence spectra of the YSZ:Er 3+ phosphor powder produced by a sol-gel route at the Institut Clément Ader and CIRIMAT [21] in the initial state and after further annealing at 1373 K for 2 h.
In the initial state, the x-ray diffraction pattern in figure 1(a) is in good agreement with that of the metastable tetragonal phase t′ of 10-YSZ (pattern #01-082-1241 from the ICSD database), although the relatively weak and broad peaks indicate an incomplete crystallization with small average crystal size. At this stage, the powder produces very weak fluorescence emission lines for wavelengths at 545 and 562 nm originating from the 4 S 3/2 → 4 I 15/2 transition of Er 3+ under the excitation of a laser emitting at 532 nm ( figure 1(b) ). Annealing for 2 h at 1373 K leads to a significant increase of the diffraction peak intensity, to a reduction of the full width at half-maximum and to the deconvolution of the peak doublets at 2θ=35°, 60°, 74°, 84°as a result of the enhancement of crystallinity and crystal growth ( figure 1(a) ). It also generates an increase by a factor of more than 50 of the emission lines intensity ( figure 1(b) ). Finally, the decay time of the peak at 562 nm is observed to increase from ∼16 to ∼43 μs. Such pronounced behavior was not observed with Sm 3+ , Eu 3+ , Dy 3+ and Tm 3+ powders produced under the same conditions, for which the emission intensity increase after the enhancement of crystallinity was limited to a factor of 1.6 to 6 [22] . Therefore, the specific energy level distribution of the 4f orbitals of Er 3+ ions [41] , with no wide energy gap (figure 2), is assumed to be at the origin of the particularly strong sensitivity of their emissions to the environment in this sol-gel synthesized host matrix. [38] .
This work therefore proposes to investigate the extent of this temperature sensitivity in the context of short time heat treatments to assess for the thermal history sensing capability of this marker, which has the advantage to emit and to be readily excitable in the visible range as well as to be relatively easy to produce.
Methods
8.3-YSZ:Er
3+
powder of composition (YO 1.5 ) 0.083 (ErO 1.5 ) 0.015 (ZrO 2 ) 0.902 was synthesized by the sol-gel route developed in previous works [21, 22] . Samples of that powder were then calcined 15 minutes under isothermal conditions at different temperatures in the range 1173-1423 K with 50 K steps. This temperature range corresponds to the highest operating temperature range of YSZ-based thermal barrier coatings in gas turbines. The evolutions of the crystal structure and the fluorescence characteristics (emission intensity and decay time) of the samples were then investigated. Details about the preparation of the samples and their characterization can be found in the following paragraphs. powder of composition (YO 1.5 ) 0.083 (ErO 1.5 ) 0.015 (ZrO 2 ) 0.902 was synthesized by a solgel route using a protocol adapted from Lecomte et al [42, 43] . The sol was prepared by mixing zirconium (IV) propoxide (Zr(OPr) 4 ) (Sigma Aldrich) and appropriate contents of yttrium (III) and Er (III) nitrates (Sigma Aldrich) as precursors in a solution of 1-propanol (Sigma Aldrich) and ultrapure water. Acetylacetone (AcAc, Sigma Aldrich) was used as a complexing agent to control the kinetics of hydrolysis of the zirconium alkoxide [44] . The volume rates of [AcAc/Zr(OPr) 4 ] and [H 2 O/Zr(OPr) 4 ] were kept constant at 0.8 and 9.5 respectively. More details about the preparation of the mixtures from the reagents can be found in reference [42] . After 30 min of mechanical stirring, the solution was then maintained for one night (∼16 h) at 323 K to accelerate the hydrolysis and condensation of the sol into a bright monolith gel free of precipitates. It was then dried above the supercritical point of 1-propanol (T c =534 K; P c =5.1 MPa) in a stainless steel autoclave (Paar Instrument 4621). Temperature was kept constant at 543 K and pressure at 9 MPa for 1 h. Afterwards the solvent was slowly released under isothermal conditions. The resulting brittle monolithic aerogel was calcined for 2 h at 973 K in order to remove the remaining traces of solvents, and ball milled at 250 rpm for 1 h in an agate mortar. The product obtained at this stage, that will be referred to as the as-prepared state, is a white powder consisting in 0.2-50 μm particles of partially crystallized YSZ with low levels of fluorescence emission intensity (see figure 1 (b)).
Heat treatments
The sensitivity of the phosphor to the exposure at high temperature was investigated by heat treating samples of the as-prepared powder at different temperatures in the range 1173-1423 K with 50 K steps. This temperature range corresponds to the highest operating temperature range of YSZbased thermal barrier coatings in gas turbines. 6×3.5 mm 2 porcelain crucibles were filled with 1 g of powder and calcined in air under isothermal conditions for 15 minutes in a box furnace (Nabertherm), followed by quenching down to room temperature in open air. This duration of exposure was selected in order to produce significant evolution of the fluorescence properties over the whole temperature range of interest, while remaining close to the exposure times typical of temperature sensing procedures involving thermochromic paints (3-5 min) [5, 6, 8] . For each treatment, the temperature of exposure was monitored using two S-type thermocouples located above and as close as possible to the sample. Some samples of the as-prepared powder were also annealed for 2 h at 1373 K in air to ensure the complete crystallization of the material into the metastable tetragonal phase of YSZ.
Characterization
Structural analysis of YSZ powder samples were performed by x-rays diffraction measurements (XRD). XRD patterns were collected by scanning the angular range from 25°to 100°with a PANalytical X'Pert diffractometer equipped with a X'Celerator linear detector using Cu K α (λ (CuK α1 )=1.5406 Å) as the x-ray source.
The fluorescence studies were performed using a frequency doubled, continuous wave diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser irradiating at 532 nm with maximum power of 1.1 W (CNI laser) as an excitation source. For emission spectra and intensities, the fluorescence signal of each sample was recorded at room temperature over the 400-700 nm range with an Ocean Optics USB2000+ spectrometer equipped with a 1000 μm optical fiber. A high-pass filter with a cutoff wavelength of 535 nm was used to attenuate the contribution of the laser line at 532 nm.
For the determination of the fluorescence lifetime of the Er 3+ ions emission line at 562 nm, an acousto-optic modulator operating in digital mode (1250C model, Isomet) and a diaphragm were used to generate ∼20 μs long excitation pulses on the sample from the continuous laser beam. The fluorescence intensity decay after each pulse was collected using a Si photomultiplier (SensL) equipped with a narrow band-pass interference filter centered on 560 nm (FWHM ∼10 nm). The signal was then digitized and averaged over 128 pulses with a semi-numerical oscilloscope (Fluke) computer-monitored. After subtraction of the constant offset term, each recorded decay I(t) was fitted using the nonlinear least square Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [45, 46] to a mono-exponential model of the form given in equation (1):
where I 0 is a pre-exponential constant and τ is the decay time.
For each exponential decay fit, an iteratively adapted fitting window was used (sets between t=0 and t=10τ), according to the method proposed by Brübach et al in reference [47] . All measurements were performed at room temperature.
Results
Effects of temperature of exposure on the crystal structure of YSZ
The effects of temperature after 15 minutes long heat treatments on the crystallinity of the YSZ:Er 3+ powders were investigated by XRD. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the diffraction patterns of samples exposed to various temperatures in the range 1173-1423 K. They remain in all cases typical of the metastable tetragonal phase of YSZ. However, as discussed in section 2 (see figure 2), relatively broad and weak diffraction peaks are observed in the diffraction pattern of the as-prepared powder, indicating that the sample remains in a partially crystallized state due to the relatively low temperature involved in its fabrication (973 K for 2 h). It can be noticed that these peaks steadily become sharper and more intense as the temperature of exposure increases up to 1423 K, as the result of the enhancement of crystallinity and the growth of YSZ crystals [31, 33, 37] .
The effects of the heat treatments on crystallinity are already clearly marked at 1173 K, at which a 42% intensity increase and a 20% FWHM reduction is for instance observed on the main (1 0 1) t′ diffraction peak at 2θ=30°. In addition, the comparison of peaks intensity and FWHM with those of the assumed final state obtained after 2 h of annealing at 1373 K shows that the crystallization process is not completed after 15 minutes at 1423 K. Indeed, the maximum intensity of the strongest peak at 2θ=30°corresponding to the reflection by the family of atomic planes (1 0 1) t′ , taken as an arbitrary indicator of the degree of crystallinity, represents only 83% of the intensity observed in the final state.
Therefore, 15 min long heat treatments induce a significant and permanent enhancement of the crystallinity over the whole range 1173-1423 K, whose extent appears to be a function of the temperature of exposure. It should also be noted that isothermal heat treatments at a fixed temperature of 1423 K and for various exposure times ranging between 5 and 30 min revealed that more than 80% of the crystallinity changes occurred during the first 5 min of the treatment, after which the evolution with time was much slower. Figure 4(a) illustrates the evolution of the relative fluorescence emission spectra of YSZ:Er 3+ samples with annealing temperature under the excitation of a green laser emitting at 532 nm. It can be observed that the relative intensity of the two main emission peaks at 545 and 562 nm increases consistently with increasing temperature, up to a factor of 43-48 after 15 min at 1423 K. Calibration curves relating the integrated intensity of both above mentioned peaks to temperature are plotted in figure 4(b) .
The relative integrated intensity for both emission lines, conveying the amplification of the initial intensity observed with the as-prepared sample, increases steadily from a factor of ∼2 to ∼43-48 between 1173 and 1423 K, confirming the significant temperature sensitivity of this fluorescence parameter across this whole range. The sensitivity is in addition observed to increase with temperature and is significantly greater in the 1373-1423 K range. Fits of the experimental data points with an empirical 3rd degree polynomial, plotted on figure 4(b) as solid lines, give a fair approximation of the observed monotonic increase of the intensity with temperature. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the fluorescence lifetime of the 562 nm emission line of Er 3+ , measured at room temperature, with temperature of exposure.
Fluorescence lifetime.
It exhibits an almost linear increase from 28 to 44 μs between 1173 and 1373 K. The fluorescence lifetime of all calcined samples is also significantly higher than for the as- prepared sample (∼16 μs). However, the decay time obtained with the sample treated to 1423 K is identical to that of the assumed fully crystallized sample (∼43 μs). These results suggest that the sensitivity to temperature of the YSZ:Er 3+ powder, for 15 min long heat treatments, ranges from a maximum temperature between 1423 and 1373 K to at least 1173 K, and might extend to temperature lower than 1173 K. The fluorescence decay time therefore appears to be a suitable complementary indicator of thermal history, which shows the advantage over absolute intensity to be relatively insensitive to experimental measurement conditions [48, 49] .
Intensity ratio method
As a credible alternative to thermochromic paints, it is desirable that fluorescent thermal history sensors can allow rapid evaluation of temperature fields over large areas of components under investigation. Although decay time is intrinsically independent from most of experimental conditions, lifetime mapping with fast decaying phosphors such as YSZ:Er 3+ (τ<50 μs) is in practice significantly trickier than intensity mapping. Intensity maps can indeed be easily recorded using experimental setups similar to those commonly used with temperature sensitive paints, involving continuous light sources and standard CCD cameras. Furthermore, intensity based methods would allow to take advantage of the particularly strong temperature sensitivity of the main emission lines of YSZ:Er 3+ between 1173 and 1423 K ( figure 4(b) ). In order to overcome the dependency of absolute intensities over experimental factors, mostly related to the excitation source, the sample and the detection system, a typical intensity ratio approach [48, 49] is proposed. A temperature sensitive parameter I r is defined as the ratio of the temperature sensitive emission line of the YSZ:Er 3+ marker at 562 nm (I Er/562 (T)) and the temperature insensitive emission line at 606 nm of an annealed YSZ:Eu 3+ reference phosphor powder in a fully crystallized state (I Eu/606 ), according to the expression given in equation (2):
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This latter phosphor was chosen amongst the phosphors available at the time in order to illustrate the concept of a composite fluorescent thermal history sensor. Easily synthesized through the sol-gel route described in the experimental section and annealed for 2 h at 1373 K to ensure complete crystallization, it exhibits strong emissions lines at 589 and 606 nm well distinct from those of Er 3+ ions (figure 6). It also combines the advantages of being chemically compatible with YSZ:Er 3+ and having an excitation band covering the emission wavelength of the 532 nm laser source [50] , that can therefore be used to excite both phosphors simultaneously. High temperature stability tests carried out on sintered disks of YSZ:Eu 3+ aerogel powders also showed that, once full crystallization is achieved following 2 h of exposure at 1373 K, no significant variation in the absolute intensity of its two main emissions is observed even after 500 h 1423 K [22] . It is therefore expected that no further changes will occur within the powder that would affect the emitted intensity after a 15 minutes heat treatment even at 1423 K, except for some very limited coarsening of the average crystallite size with no significant impact on intensity for such a short duration. The I r parameter should thus provide a robust indicator of the thermal history in the range 1173-1423 K, i.e. it should be insensitive to small variations in most of the measurement conditions such as distance of observation, viewing angle and inhomogeneities of the illumination zone.
In order to validate the relevance of the I r parameter, a preliminary study was carried out on the YSZ:Er 3+ powders previously investigated and a unique YSZ:Eu 3+ powder sample (calcined for 2 h at 1373 K to ensure full crystallization), whose role was to reproduce the ideal behavior of the reference. Due to the limited quantity of reference powder available at the time, reference samples could indeed not be subjected to the same 15 min heat treatment as YSZ:Er 3+ samples. The ratio was thus built, for each data point, from the signal recorded during measurements immediately consecutive on the corresponding YSZ:Er 3+ sample and a unique reference respectively. These conditions remain nevertheless consistent with the expected temperature insensitive behavior of the ideal reference. For the fluorescence measurements, a 10 nm wide integrating window centered on the maximum of each peak was used in order to obtain a detection window similar to that considered when using a CCD camera equipped with a typical narrow band-pass filter (∼10 nm FWHM). Figure 7 shows the evolution of I r with temperature for two different measurement configurations slightly differing by the volume of powder probed (laser beam diameter of (1) 1 mm and (2) 1.2 mm) and by the distance of observation (distance between the optical fiber and the sample of (1) 20 cm and (2) 25 cm).
Both calibration curves exhibit a steady increase with temperature well approximated by a third degree polynomial as observed with absolute intensities (see figure 4(b) ). More importantly, no significant differences are observed between the two curves in the whole range 1173-1423 K. Although the approach only remains an approximation of the concept of a mixed fluorescent YSZ:Er 3+ /YSZ:Eu 3+ marker, these results are promising in terms of the robustness of the I r parameter for small variations in the observation distance and the number of luminescent centers excited.
Thermal stability of the temperature sensing capabilities
Previous results have demonstrated the strong sensitivity to temperature of exposure of YSZ:Er 3+ and composite YSZ: Er 3+ /YSZ:Eu 3+ phosphors in the range 1173-1423 K. The practical application of these markers however requires that they can be successfully integrated into coatings deposited at the surface of tested components. These coatings must sustain potentially harsh conditions during the short testing times, including high temperature, thermal shocks and mechanical stress for moving parts in engines. Numerous organic and inorganic binders exist for the integration of luminescent markers for high temperature applications [51] , however thermal history sensors such as YSZ:Er 3+ require that processing temperature and duration of exposure of the coating do not prematurely activate the temperature-driven mechanisms at the origin of its temperature sensing capability. The thermal stability at moderate temperature of the temperature sensitivity of the sensor was thus evaluated. Figure 8 illustrates the x-ray diffraction patterns and the emission spectra of YSZ:Er 3+ powders in the as-prepared state and after an additional heat treatment for 2 h at 973 K with heating and cooling speeds of 100 K h −1 . The latter treatment does not induce significant enhancement of the crystallinity ( figure 8(a) ) or emission intensity increase (∼60%) as compared to the changes Figure 7 . Evolution with temperature of the intensity ratio I r calculated using equation (2) for two different experimental setups having slightly different observation distances and volumes of powder probed. observed previously in figures 3 and 4(b) after 15 minutes between 1173 and 1423 K (∼100%-4500% intensity increase). It is therefore concluded that the temperature sensing capabilities remain unaffected by heat treatments up to 973 K for 2 h.
Discussion
Figures 4 and 5 show that both emission intensity and decay time of the YSZ:Er 3+ phosphor synthesized by a sol-gel route exhibit a strong dependency on the temperature of exposure in the range 1173-1373 K/14 23 K for 15 minute-long heat treatments, that would be suitable for recording the temperature of past thermal events achieved under controlled conditions. As discussed in section 2, these permanent evolutions are assumed to be related to temperature-driven changes within the host matrix induced by the enhancement of the crystallinity, whose extent is a function of the temperature of exposure in that range (figure 3). These changes most likely include the uniformization of the crystal field, the removal of quenching sites such as crystal defects and residual organic groups to which Er 3+ ions are particularly sensitive [38] , as well as the growth of YSZ crystallites [12, 33, 34, 52] .
The fact that the fluorescence lifetime of the emission at 562 nm already has converged to its final state value after 15 minutes at 1373 K (figure 5) while intensity and crystallinity continue to improve up to 1423 K ( figures 3 and 4(a) ) indicates that the conditions to reach the converged decay time are met before the assumed complete crystallization of the material has occurred. This is probably due to final stages likely being dominated by YSZ crystallites growth which affect absorption of excitation energy and not radiative transition probabilities, thus having little impact on decay time. The relative independence of the decay time on the number of active Er 3+ ions (i.e. on the energy absorbed by crystallites and on the total volume of material where the conditions for the Er 3+ ions to emit are reunited) is therefore assumed to be the reason behind the difference in behavior between the evolution of the decay time (moderate linear increase by a factor of 2.7 up to 1373 K, figure 4(b) ) and the evolution of the emission intensity (strong increase, following a 3rd degree polynomial, by a factor of 50 up to at least 1423 K, figure 5) .
The fluorescence characteristics of the two main emission peaks of YSZ:Er 3+ offer wide measuring and dynamic ranges between 1173 and 1423 K and 1173-1373 K in which intensity and fluorescence lifetime increase monotonously (figures 4 and 5). The empirical models determined with the fits of the experimental data points (a 3rd order polynomial for emission intensity, figure 4(b) , and a linear model for decay time, figure 5 ) were used to calculate noise-equivalent temperatures (NET) as a first estimation of the theoretical resolution of the marker, using the expression given in equation (3):
Parameters S Ti correspond to the sensitivity of the marker in a small interval around the temperature T i , straightforwardly derived from the empirical expressions obtained with the fit of the experimental data points. Parameters σ i are the expanded uncertainties of the emission intensity or decay time measurement at T i . For each sample, it corresponds to the standard deviation obtained from 30 repetitions of single measurements for a unique position of the sample weighted by a coverage factor of 2. Under the present experimental conditions, the NET values obtained are comprised between 0.7 and 0.3 K in the range 1223-1423 K for intensity measurements, and between 6 and 2 K in the range 1173-1423 K for decay time measurements, suggesting that the theoretical resolution of the marker would be much greater than the resolution of most thermochromic pigments in that temperature range, typically limited to one to four color transitions [6] [7] [8] . It should be noted though that, at this stage, these NET values remain a first approximation of the resolution based on a limited number of experimental data points. Nevertheless, these results confirm the relevance of YSZ:Er 3+ fluorescence emission and decay time as thermal history indicators suitable for high temperature sensing. The high sensitivity of emission intensity at temperatures higher than 1273 K (increase of intensity per degree increment corresponding to 32% to that of the as-prepared material around 1373 K, figure 4(b) ) is especially interesting for precise temperature sensing on critical components applied to the design of high temperature systems operating in that range, such as gas turbines.
It can be seen from figure 5 that the sensitivity range to temperature of the lifetime decay for 15 minutes long heat treatment ranges from a maximum temperature between 1423 and 1373 K to at least 1173 K, and might extend to temperature lower than 1173 K (figure 5). The fluorescence decay time, which shows the advantage over absolute intensity to be relatively insensitive to experimental measurement conditions [48, 49] therefore appears to be a suitable complementary indicator of thermal history for 0D measurements, but could also improve or extend the overall thermal history sensitivity range of YSZ:Er 3+ if combined with intensity measurements. More generally, it is expected that the whole temperature sensitivity range could be shifted to higher or lower temperature to adjust to the targeted desired application by increasing or reducing the exposure time respectively, in relation with the time dependency of the extent of crystallinity enhancement under isothermal conditions [12, 53, 54] . Reduction of the exposure time to five minutes or less, in order to keep up with actual testing procedures using thermochromic paints, is assumed to be possible and would shift the temperature sensitive range of the marker to higher temperatures, with, as a consequence, readouts more sensitive to time related errors. Investigation of the effect of the exposure time showed indeed that, as for crystallinity changes, most of the intensity increase is achieved within the first five minutes of exposure at high temperature (∼75% of the final intensity is reached after 5 minutes for a 15 minutes heat treatment at 1423 K).
The robustness of the ratio I r to small variations in the observation conditions (figure 7), suggest that this intensity ratio method, using a compatible temperature insensitive reference phosphor such as fully crystallized YSZ:Eu 3+ , is a promising approach to take advantage of the strong temperature sensitivity of the emission intensity for off-line temperature mapping applications. Foreseen main limiting factors regarding the robustness of the I r ratio that require further investigation include in particular the possible differences in the optical properties of the host YSZ matrix at the different wavelength investigated (562 nm for Er 3+ 3+ . Cr 3+ ions indeed produce very strong fluorescence and have a broader excitation peak than lanthanide ions. Therefore, only a small amount of reference powder would need to be mixed in, and an excitation wavelength at 514 nm could be used, which would excite stronger fluorescence from Er 3+ ions than at 532 nm [22] .
Finally, the investigation of the thermal stability of the YSZ:Er 3+ as-prepared powder (figure 8) has shown that the material retains almost all of its temperature recording capabilities after a 2 h long heat treatment at 973 K. Compatible binders with processing temperature up to 973 K for 2 h therefore appear to be appropriate candidates for the integration of the investigated YSZ:Er 3+ and YSZ:Eu 3+ phosphors in temperature sensitive coatings. Both the sensing YSZ:Er 3+ powder and the annealed YSZ:Eu 3+ powder (or any other relevant reference) would be mixed into a transparent high temperature binder and applied on the parts with an air brush, as for typical fluorescent coatings used for phosphor thermometry [51] . The satisfactory thermomechanical properties of YSZ coatings, widely used in thermal barrier coating applications up to 1473 K [55, 56] , also offer the possibility to directly deposit the phosphors as coatings or using a YSZ host matrix, similarly to what is done for fluorescent thermal barrier sensor coatings [21, 50, 57] . The chemical compatibility of the marker with the reference and the matrix could indeed facilitate the sintering of the coating as a morphologically uniform single layer (see sol-gel TBC sensors in reference [21] ) at relatively low temperature (<973 K). Therefore, low temperature deposition processes of YSZ coatings, such as the dip-coating process developed by the CIRIMAT in collaboration with the ICA [20, 21] and other soft chemistry processes followed by sintering at a temperature lower than 973 K are expected to be relevant and promising solutions for the deposition of YSZ:Er 3+ /YSZ: Eu 3+ thermal history sensor coatings. A sol-gel method involving air-spraying at room temperature of a sol loaded with particles followed by a heat treatment at a temperature below 700°C is currently under investigation. Such coatings could be especially interesting for being used on component already coated with YSZ-based thermal barrier coatings in gas turbines, both for a potentially enhanced adherence and for their temperature sensing range (1223-1423 K) covering typical operating range of such parts [55, 56] . Feasibility of sol-gel deposition of YSZ:Er 3+ /YSZ:Eu 3+ coatings and associated mechanical adherence will be investigated in future a work.
Conclusion
The knowledge of temperature to which components are subjected in service is essential to anticipate and prevent failure issues during the design phase of many high temperature systems [1] [2] [3] [4] . This paper discussed the concept of fluorescent thermal history sensor as an alternative to thermochromic paints, and confirmed the potential as such of Er 3+ -doped YSZ powders produced by a sol-gel route, whose fluorescence properties appear to be a function of the crystallinity of the YSZ host matrix. The continuous, temperaturedriven enhancement of the crystallinity of YSZ:Er 3+ powder samples observed after 15 minutes long heat treatments between 1173 K and 1423 K induces indeed substantial and consistent increases of their green emission intensity and fluorescence decay time in the ranges 1223 K-1423 K and 1173 K-1373 K respectively. These strong temperature dependencies are assumed to be suitable for off-line temperature sensing with an estimated theoretical resolution for those temperatures ranging between 0.3 and 1 K and between 6 and 2 K for intensity and decay time respectively, surpassing the resolution of actual thermochromic paints in that temperature range. It is also assumed possible to adjust the sensitivity ranges through exposure duration changes. Preliminary investigations confirmed the potential of an intensity ratio approach, using a red emitting, temperature insensitive YSZ:Eu 3+ reference, as a robust method regarding small variations in experimental measurement conditions for future applications in off-line temperature mapping. Finally, the thermal stability of the YSZ:Er 3+ marker up to 973 K for a short period of time (2 h) is promising for its integration within coatings for practical thermal history sensing applications, such as sol-gel deposited YSZ-based coatings [20, 21] that will be investigated in a future work.
